
Seso is the industry leader in tackling agricultural labor shortages by streamlining the H-2A visa process. By  
developing the first “all-in-one” platform to manage and simplify the H-2A visa program, Seso helps  
employers better navigate the H-2A process, manage their workforce, and stay compliant with H-2A  
regulations. 

Seso provides five primary tools  
to assist farms of all sizes  
navigate the H-2A process  
seamlessly. These include Seso 
Software, Visa Services, Worker 
Logistics, Digital Recruiting and 
Digital Onboarding. 

With Seso’s simple and intuitive  
online flow, employers can  
effortlessly track the status of 
their H-2A application, organize 
and store worker documents and 
prepare for potential audits –  
all in one place.

• File Everything Online
 Seso is like your smart digital filing cabinet - keep everything in one place so that you never have to   
 search for them again 

• Digital Audit Files
 No more scanning and filing when the auditors come knocking on your door, it's all in one place. 
 
• See Everything About Your Workers in One Place
 From contact information to a copy of a passport to signed onboarding forms, you can see every  
 thing in one place... and contact workers with one click of a button if any document is missing   
 or expired! 

• Duplicate Contracts in One Click
 We understand that your H-2A program is similar year after year, so once you've entered everything   
 in the system once — the years after will be so much faster since you're able to duplicate a previous   
 year's contract and just make any changes that you'd like to make instead of starting from scratch. 

Seso does not provide legal and regulatory compliance advice and makes no guarantees whatsoever that you will be compliant with all  
federal, state, local, and foreign laws. Seso may provide general information about standard employment and labor principles, but such  
general information is intended for informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as professional legal advice.

H-2A Made Easy™

To schedule a demo, or to discuss how Seso solutions can help streamline your H-2A application process 
and management, call us at 813-491-9578 or send us an email at hello@sesolabor.com
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